
It is primary interest of USA(also for the WORLD)to uncover the injustices
committed by USA and to take responsibility for those. 2024/5/21,23

Dear the Lawyers in USA.
Subject:You could turn the Upside Down WORLD where scientists lie, businessmen
promote own destruction, and none of politics, journalist, people tell the truth.
“Principle of Explosion”
Anyone should know simple,but strong and supreme role of “LOGIC on true or false”.
Those are upside down with each other.Then note keeping “false(error,lie,fraud,injustice,..)”
never fail,but cause something destruction at last !.
 :Assuming a false true in logic is also called contradiction causing anything true,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principle_of_explosion
“If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn’t we have to turn it over to get it to
stand up straight?”....Eduardo Galeano,
http://upsidedownworld.org/
“In order to live unchanged, we must change”..
..Movie Wildcat by Director Luchino Visconti

Few days before, I happened to know an American lawyer by the big fraud scandal by
Mr Ippei Mizuhara of the Huge sports betting fraud case.
⑴Shohei Ohtani interpreter allegedly stole $16M from MLB star, lost $40M gambling:
What to know
https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/mlb/dodgers/2024/04/13/shohei-ohtani-interpreter-ip
pei-mizuhara/73309114007/?utm_source=FOX_Sports
Maybe you Americans don't know the serious singular fact on crooked Japan and ...,
⑵The Big BaseBall Players in Big Money Gamble Scandals
http://777true.net/The-Big-BaseBall-Players-in-Big-Money-Gamble-Games.pdf
Both In the front and the behind,there are money games and political ones.

PS1:As for the Mizuhara case,I can not entirely understand his motive for the crime.Why he
could continue the huge cost gambling of impossible winning with keeping awful deceiving
Mr Ohtani for long time.Without something malicious,he could not be robber damaging huge
cost for the big star Ohtani,Why someone baseball team around them could not have
noticed their crooked relation and the outrageous crime for having become $16M?.
Especially why the bank had been keeping silent on the famous base ball big star’s
outrageous amount wire transfers from his account to the bookies?
How was he of penniless able to hire one of the most expensive lawyers in USA ? .
Also, why did they take on the case defense? ?
Is there a big winning possibility in coming judgment ???
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http://upsidedownworld.org/
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/mlb/dodgers/2024/04/13/shohei-ohtani-interpreter-ippei-mizuhara/73309114007/?utm_source=FOX_Sports
http://777true.net/The-Big-BaseBall-Players-in-Big-Money-Gamble-Games.pdf


Now also I(basic balls player)need lawyers of strong justice with ability.It is case of
12B$ construction cost canceling(1993) in elementary particle physics in USA.
However my poverty can not allow it.Thereby I ask you an betting.
If you win the case, I will be able to pay you ample reward,
but if you lose the case, it will be free.
⑵APPENDIX1;Another Basic Balls(elementary particles)Game.

PS2:This is my opinion on USA-Japan and the WORLD.
Something shocking facts disclosing is necessary to turn the Upside Down WORLD.
Since 2020,the WORLD encountered the unprecedented terrible DISASTERS of pandemic
and essentially needless and insane WARS in global decline of economy & climate.

PS3:Thank to their tragedy,author could get motive to write this report to American lawyers
and to the world people.By anyhow,something helpful result is necessary in this mercyless
upside down world.

Now the world has been facing their extinction event in coming years,and many had already
known it and become deep silent by strong enough desperate.
http://777true.net/A-Possible-Worst-Case-Time-Series-toward-Glolal-Extinction.pdf
Engineer author had encountered small,but many troubles to fix,then his simple answer is
that there is only one solving method.It is making world peoples mind only one with only one
truth.
EVERYBODY
STOP the BUSINESS AS USUAL for a while,<but except people in emergency task>,
BUT entirely SEARCH and COMUNICATE for the ONLY ONE TRUTH.
If we the prison planet prisoners made fire ball earth,it become show of ridicule by aliens.

B Wave Technology Workshop,president Motoji Suzuki
 239-0813,Kamoi,Yokosuka city,Kanagawa,Japan
神奈川県横須賀市鴨居    5 鈴木基司

TEL japan# 046-894-8118
vk9ec5@bma.biglobe.ne.jp
http://www.777true.net/
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APPENDIX :Coming Unprecedented Economy Fall.
-Economy Growth&Fall with Debts-Bonds One.

In a closed economy system,the total debts=total bonds are exactly same amount
proved by Economy Network Dynamics(=END by Suzuki 1989).
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pd
END was established by the 1st principle of account books which describe all the economy
dealings in the economy networks.It is a complete science without any man-made model?,
a kind of dynamics with time dependent economy growing or falling equation,It is quite fitting
for computer economy simulator.However anyone will not buy authors product.Now he is not
volunteer researcher,but very poor sales engineer with many products,but in bankruptcy.
Now I will show you a typical,but very serious(for everybody)example of economy analysis.

USA is top GDP nation also with top external debt one.
https://www.worldometers.info/gdp/gdp-by-country/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_external_debt
During times of growth, US can manage to make ends meet, but once the economy enters a
downturn<<evidently perpetual growth is impossible,but downturn is inevitable before
long>>, US will be unable to repay the debts.Following may be a story covered.
https://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/tens-of-millions-of-americans-are-trapped-in-an-endle
ss-cycle-of-debt-that-is-sucking-the-life-out-of-them-financially/
Due to the financial zero sum theorem*) of total debts total monetary asset,
in order to resolve the huge debt problem,wealthy must take their responsibility.
*)It is frightening fact that any economics text books does not refer the supreme serious
theorem.Especially as for money,people has outrageous prejudice.
  The zero sum theorem could be easily understood without mathematical poof.
There is no debt without creditor who has same amount of bond,
those are one to one mapping relation at all.

Then the very seriousness is that US debt’s creditor nations are actually not real wealthy
nation such as China,Japan who has certainly small wealthy class,however ,they also has
large exploited poor class whose cheap labor cost could have made possible to lend huge
money to US.Now China has been trying to escape from the creditor position by exchanging
US bond to gold,while diligent but stupid enough Japan has been trying to decrease value of
own nation money Yen for decreasing US bond.The base ball star player Mr Ohtani now
contributing US baseball society and also lost $16M might be a symbol of such very crooked
Japan.Note the nations leaders of China,Russia,and Japan,such they never work for own
nation people,but secretly for USA.
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-World_A.pdf
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APPENDIX2:About on Theorem of Explosion in LOGIC 
Almost people are not scientist or engineer,though also you could become scientist the
supreme by a bit time of training and learning on LOGIC by a bit of patience.This is authors
small proposing to you.At 1st time,you should not read following,but whole of this paper.
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
http://777true.net/anyone-can-insight-deepest-matter-world-by-least-Logic&Math-with-easy-translation.pdf

http://777true.net/The-Essence-of-Recognition-on-This-Universe-may-be-Non-Contradiction.pdf
You might think of logic as an old-fashioned discipline, like learning Latin.Entirely not !,
a science can make our understanding on nature,what we can understand is entirely
logical,then we can also prove that what we can understand by logical is nothing,but nature
mechanism itself.For an example,a matter world of atoms-electron is understand by so
called Quantum Mechanics(QM),which was historically discovered by experiments
(observation)..Then so called Observation Logic can reconstruct fundamental QM structure.

❶Glossary:
⑴Logic is a kind of language with {the words}
{true=1,false=0;AND,OR,NOT,IF=premise..Thereby=conclusion...}
⑵A≡B: By definition, the right and left sides are equal,or tautology.
⑶True ≡ realized,or realizable event ≡ observable event
False ≡ Negation of true ≡ Unrealized event ≡ Non-observable event

  A typical non observable event is (physical)vacuum,however it is not complete empty,but has great role.
The secret is solved by contradiction with the probability zero*. Yah real number zero has also secret.

http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

 :You can not tell the maximum number=M in natural number set=N(K.Gödel Incompleteness theorem),
You also can not tell the minimum number in real number set 1/M=0*.

1/M must be smaller than any finite real number,thereby,it can not be nothing,but zero.

while you never exactly tell 1/M<(K.Gödel Incompleteness theorem)>.

 :K.Gödel Incompleteness theorem<1931>.
In any mathematical axisom system with natural number set,there must be proposition=X undetermined.

K.Gödel completeness theorem<1929>.
Deterministic(without probability) true proposition in mathematical axisom system is provable.

Note theorem in probability theory itself is deterministic,

⑷Proposition Logic≡ sentences(subject+predicative) to be judged true or false;
Predicative Logic
≡many simple proposition Logic with conjunction{AND(∀),OR(∃)}......this is usual languages.
∀xRx≡{<x=x1,x2,...,>,all of x(noun) is rich(predicative)}=(x1Rx1)AND(x2Rx2).......
∃xRx≡{<x=x1,x2,...,>,some of x is rich}=(x1Rx1)OR(x2Rx2).......
*∃=NOT∀;NOT∃=NOTNOT∀=∀....as the consequence,Predicative Logic is of no use.
  <x=x1,x2,...,> :Any noun set is countable size=  (alef zero)by natural numbers !...the tragedy of
outstanding mathematician Cantor is that infinity size of real number is larger than   .This is not provable.
⇒see APPENDIX3:Indeterminism which drove sincree scientists mad,while not sincrere ones innocent.
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❷TRUTH TABLE:
100% understanding simple,but strong ❷ will make you a kind of ultimate scientist.
⑴TRUTH TABLE:
{A,B}are simple proposition,while{NOT,AND,OR,,,,IF,..,Then,...}are logical conjunction,
then,their possible connected proposition’s truth value becomes as follows.NOT,AND,OR
may be agreed with common sense,while inference needs the explanation.
negation

NOT
product

AND
additive

OR
❷inference
IF,premise,Then,conclusion.

A  A A B A B A B A∨B A B A B  A∨B
1 0 1 1 １ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Many may be suspicious why false premise can make inference 1.conclusion 1 is true,so we can
not deny.If we deny1, false conclusion 0 become true.

⑵Tautology and Proving Formula.A=1,and A B≡1,then B=1.
*tautology≡repeating same meaning with different words≡always valid equation~self evident.
Proof needs true premise=A with true inference A B≡1 toward true conclusion=B.Then
necessary condition is tautology of inference A B is always true without care on content of
A and B. Note tautology A B≡ A∨B(equation without care on content of A and B).
In order to be 1≡A B≡ A∨B, it needs B=A∨R where R is no care.Then if A=1,also B=1.
* A∨A≡1, A∨(A R)≡1,

That is,a provable conclusion B is already and essentially contained in the premise A.Note
our dairy task is accomplishing desirable conclusion B by entirely researching premise A.
Usual B is better living for all by religious teach,while B of some are not.

❸Contradiction and Theorem of Explosion
100% recognizing❸ will make you a kind of ultimate scientist.
⑴Theorem):supposing premise A=A=1(contradiction)

 any arbitary lawless propositin could B＝1.

Note  A=A=1,,,A B≡ A∨B,,, proof:A＝1 and (A B)＝1  B＝1.
⑵Proof);
 A＝1 and  A (A B)≡  A∨(A B)≡A∨( A∨B)≡1,  (A B)＝1；
A＝1 and (A B)＝1  B＝1.

A B≡ A∨B.

this is useful.

A=B=0,both

premise and

conclusion are

false,inference

must be right.



⑶Theorem of Explosion the Meanings,
Simultaneous true realization of both negation and affirmative(Contradiction)never be
happened as observable event in this material world.,but non-observable events such as
(lie,deception,fraud,error,troubles,.......)especially in language,software,brokened hardware
function.Thus a contradiction is to cause destructive results(=Explosion).

It’s a great logic warning to do righteousness,but carefully not do wrong for order keeping.

⑷Theorem of Almighty(or anything can be!) the Meanings,
This is not mentioned in usual logic text books,but ultimately important.The details are....
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

It had already been told an observable contradiction event never happen in this material
world,or if it could happen,it is not this material world,but the other world of vacuum one.
summary to tell,
❸⑴ A=A=1(contradiction)  any arbitary lawless propositin could B＝1.
That is ,anythings can be,or almighty in vacuum !!
Learning till here,you might become to tell the reason of creation this universe from nothing.
Thus you might become ultimate scientist,and ultimate God believer !!.
http://777true.net/Whole-View-on-This-Paralyzed-World.pdf

Reference;
 清水義夫 記号論理学 東京大学出版会      東京
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APPENDIX3:Indeterminism the trick star in science ,which drove sincere
outstanding scientists mad !!,while not sincere ones don’t care??.

Size of infinity was surveyed by Cantor the Jew now condemned by the world.
Thereby also author can not escape from the extremely seriousness of Gaza.
For long years,authors CPU surveying begins with reading Aljazeera(Qatari).
https://www.aljazeera.com/
Now most of the articles are filled with reports of unprecedented, ruthless and
gruesome incidents in Gaza,Palestine.Also he could not escape from own guilty
conscience that I can't do anything for them.For long years,also he has been
reporting on religious Jew’s singular great role in mankind class struggle history.
Now relation between Israel & Palestine had turned their position upside down,.
There is no history of incidents,but all of those are planed before<Roosevelt>.
Who expelled Jews from Europe ?,But what Israel do now is entirely wrong,
which must urgently stopped by anyhow to save victims in hell of Gaza.After
all,they are making almost whole world enemy toward once again falling own to
hell without friends at last !!.Note those white nations are friend of NAZIS USA.
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2024/5/22/mapping-which-countries-recognise-
palestine-in-2024
http://777true.net/Self-Destructing-High-Pride-Germanic-Elites-due-to-Their-Fat
al-World-Miss-Ruling.pdf

Now, let's get back to 2nd topic of tragedy of sincere outstanding scientists
G.Cantor L.Boltzmann, and K Gödel.
⑴Indeterminism origin=Necessity of contradict real number 0* of nothing and non nothing.
Destruction of determinism was seen by telling maximum number M in Natural number set .
Similarly also destruction of determinism in real number set is by considering 1/M.
*a none zero size elementary particle without composing any parts , it must be a rigid body
transferring infinitive velocity propagation from left to right,but theory of relativity inhibits over
velocity of light in signal propagation.......The Cassical Filed Theory by Landau & Lifshitz.
Thus an elementary particle size must be zero 0* in so called standard theory of quantum
field with many agreements by the actual experiments.

⑵An indeterminism literally means being of information lack connecting with probability..
http://www.777true.net/Goedel-Chaos.pdf
Madness tragedy of Cantor was absolute paralyzing on being indeterminism in
mathematics.Suicide tragedy of statistical mechanics creator Boltzmann was also
paralyzing on being indeterminism in determistic mechanics,which is to cause
irreversibilty.Both they could not know K.Gödel Incompleteness theorem<1931>.
Author now can not know exact cause fact of Gödel madness and suicide tragedy.He was
not Jew,however he refuged to USA.Maybe some power hated his great influence.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurt_G%C3%B6del
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⑶Simple Proof of Completeness Theorem in proof formula.
a truth(tautological truth)is provable.
Completeness Theorem:
if premise{premise A=1⇒conclusion B≡1}is true,
then this is provable{(A B)≡1}.

proof formula:{premise A=1 and (A B)≡1}  B＝1{conclusion}.
⒜A=1..premise.
⒝B≡1..premise.
⒞A B≡ A∨B,........tautology<❷⑴TRUTH TABLE inference>.
From⒜⒝ and⒞,A B≡ A∨B=0∨B=B≡1,that is, A B≡1.
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf

⑷The Origin of Indeterminism=Probability.
Many had known Quantum Mechanics is probability theory due to experience in its
history,however none?? will care on the origin.This is rather difficult problem.
☞:It is due to collision reaction of elementary particles(electron,photon,atoms)reaction.
Theoretically those are described product of field operator(of electron,photon)called hyper
function*,Then their product of same position variables are mathematically undefined.This is
origin of singularity causing indeterminism.
*Reference:Noboru Nakanishi,Quantum Field Theory,
☠;To tell from the beginning,elementary particles can not be like billiard ball(stationary
being),but it is instantaneous random being of a bubble like in field of hot bubbling stew pot.
Their position at a time is random with the probability.Those has no continuos trajectory,
but discontinuos one enabling simultaneous passing many slit.This is called probabilistic
wave,If we try to concentrate wave packet at a point,it be come higher energy, thus each
zero size vacuum space point has infinitive fluctuated energy(0=+E<matter>-E<gravity>)
causing indeterminism.Note attraction force such as gravity has negative energy,Separating
two attractive magnets needs positive energy to result total zero in negative position energy.
Can you get a bit of actual image on zero size elementary particles?.
http://www.777true.net/Real-Image-of-quantum-Chemical-Reaction.pdf
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